
Enhanced Business 
Intelligence
Rapid Integration Between Oracle Fusion 
Applications, Oracle Autonomous Data 
Warehouse, and Oracle Analytics Cloud

Sesame Software’s data management platform, Relational 
Junction (RJ), provides rapid integration for Oracle Fusion 
Applications, Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW), and 
a wide variety of other data sources, cloud applications, and 
databases. All connected data sources can be moved into any 
analytical database, such as Autonomous Database (ADB), to 
be used by Oracle Analytics Cloud (OAC) for business insights.

Why Store Oracle Fusion Applications Data into ADW?

Complete 360-Degree View 
Eliminate silos by connecting all of your data sources - ERP, HCM, CRM, CX, and more to 
ADW, enabling cross-departmental analysis with end-to-end visibility.

Retain Historical Data 
Store data into ADW to ensure past records are kept intact, allowing for historical trends, 
which is a feature only possible with an intelligent cloud data warehouse solution.

Deeper Analytical Insights
Centralize Oracle Fusion data into ADW to be utilized by powerful BI tools, such as OAC, in 
a deeper, more meaningful manner, allowing for greater business insight.

Turnkey Deployment 
After just a few minutes of setup, RJ replicates all your applications and databases into 
ADW. RJ updates your data warehouse as new data becomes available, so your data is 
always fresh. No data mapping, coding, or maintenance is required.



About Sesame Software
Sesame Software is the Enterprise Data Management leader, delivering data rapidly for enhanced 
reporting and analytics. Sesame Software’s data platform combines data warehousing, integration, 
replication, and backup capabilities to fit your business needs. Quickly connect to SaaS, 
on-premise, and cloud applications for accelerated insights. Learn more today!
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Rapid Integration Between Oracle Fusion, ADW, 
and OAC with Relational Junction
Relational Junction is a powerful tool that allows you to leverage ADW as a single-source-of-truth 
for your data. RJ provides an instant data warehouse for Oracle Fusion Applications, enabling 
scalable data integration that improves the reliability and performance of reporting and analytics. 
The data transfer is seamless, with fault-tolerant architecture that streams your Fusion data to your 
data warehouse and preferred BI tool, such as OAC, with zero data loss.

Why Relational Junction?
Fastest, most dependable solution for loading data into ADW

Patented algorithms for extracting large datasets of cloud data without failure

Vetted by OAC and ADW teams as a key component that maximizes Oracle’s solution stack

Top data ingestion tool within the Oracle Partner Ecosystem, allowing customers to bring data 
from various sources to their data warehouse, data lake, or lakehouse in just minutes

High-performing innovative platform that integrates with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure’s compute, 
storage, and database services to power Big Data and analytics projects


